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TIME~LAPSE PHOTOGRAPHY

OF A TOBACCO LEAF

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The objective of this study was to employ timenlapse photography in making

a movie of the growth of a tobacco leaf. A Bolex.Hl6 movie camera with an

automatic timer attachment 31d tripod was used.

Before actual shooting could begin, it was necessary to solve: (l) the

problem of keeping the leaf in the field.of view of the camera as the leaf

enlarges, (2) the problem of taking pictures at night, (3) the problem of

keeping the other leaves from shielding the leaf being photographed, and (h)

the problem of determining the proper markings to be placed on the leaf so that

the area of greatest growth could be ascertained.

PROCEDURE

Leaf enlargement and vertical growth were determined by observation. This

predetermined spot was then focused upon. The leaf was kept in focus by shooting

downward on the leaf and by positioning the leaf at the bottom of the picture.

The photography took place in a growth chamber where temperature and light

conditions could be controlled. By using a twentyafour hour day the continual

growth could be photographed. The movie was the primary objective and not the

effect of the twentyefour hour day or the temperature.

The leaves shielding the leaf being photographed were removed from the stalk.

at first they were town off, but this affected the leaf being photographed in

that it had a tendency to grow vertically instead of obliqpely. It was found

that if the leaves were cut from the stalk leaving a short stub, this condition

could be eliminated.

Selection of materials and techniques to be used in marking of the leaf was
1

the most difficult problem. The conventional method used by biologists was to



use a ruler and India ink in drawing a grid on the leaf. They were then able

to determine in which area the most growth took place by the distortion of the

squares at the end of the growth study. This method was tried and it was found

that marking of the tender leaves with a sharp pen resulted in damage to the

leaves.

Grids were then placed on the leaves by using an applicator from a bottle

of India ink. Several different colors were tried. This method was unsatis—

factory because the applicator punched small holes in the leaf, and these holes

enlarged as the leaf grew. Another disadvantage was that as the leaf increased

in size the India ink faded. It was later found that India ink had an undesired

effect at the edges of.the leaf.

White house paint was used to paint a grid on a leaf about one and oneuhalf

inches long. The camera was set up by the Visual Aids Department of North Caro»

linarState College and shooting was begun. After three days it was found that

the house paint also had a toxic effect on the leaf and the photography was

halted. A movie was then made of a leaf without any marking. one frame was

taken every six minutes for eight days. The completed movie was approximately

one and one-half minutes long.

Magic marker, different types of acid, and small silver particles glued to

the leaf were tried. All of these again had a toxic effect on the leaf. A

small hand spray was used to spray India ink on the complete surgace of the

top side of a leaf being photographed. It was hoped that the area of most growth

would be lighter than the area of least growth. This concentration of ink

caused the leaf to cease growing at the edges while it continued in the center

section.

The best method found was to paint a grid using a small brush and wather

colors. ‘Water colors were ideal in that they were non—toxic. The main criticism

was that they faded after three or four days of growth.



A black grid was painted on a leaf about one and oneahalf inches long and

photography was begun. The growth of the leaf was photograped for seven days and

then the photography was stopped because the leaf had grown out of the field of

View of the camera. Again one frame was taken every six minutes and-the movie

was approximately one and one—half minutes long. After completion of this movie

red water colors were painted on the top side of a leaf completely covering it and

a movie was begun. The making of this movie is still in progress.

Two movies were made and a third is still in the process of filming. In

the first where no markings were used, there were blank frames of film at regular

intervals. The growth chamber had been set for an eighteen-hour day and a six-

hour night instead of the desired twenty-four hour day. This accounted for the

blank frames of film.

The second movie was continuous, but in obtaining the movie a day's growth

is missing due to a malfunction of the timing device.

RESULTS

In the two completed films it was observed that the leaves had a

oscillatory motion. After the first film, the one which had a six-hour period

of darkness each day, the theory was advanced that this motion was caused by

the difference in light intensity between night and day. The leaves rose at

night in an apparent effort to obtain light and during the day fell as the light

intensity increased. This theory did not hold, for upon completion and showing

of the second movie, the one in which the leaves grew in continual daylight,

this motion was again present. The most apparent explanation of this oscillatory

motion is that the growth of a tobacco plant is rhythmic. Further study is

needed in this area.

Another characteristic observed in the films was that the leaves appeared

to grow at a faster rate as the leaves matured. A Mathematical Description of
dx

leaf Elongation is at ~ Kx where xgis the distance from some midrib point to the



dx
stalk, at is the rate of change of this distance, K is the position factor,

C is the constant of intergration, and T is the time. Intergrating one obtains
l
K ln Kx a T + 0. These movies expressed visually the same relationships

which were obtained mathematically.

SUMMARY

Time—lapse photography was employed in making three movies of the growth

of a tobacco leaf. Various techniques for marking of the leaves were developed

and tried. It was found that the best substance for marking of the leaves, so

as to determine the area of most growth, was water colors. Oscillatory motion

and logarithmic growth of the leaves were the two most important results

observed. These movies expressed the same results visually that have been

expressed mathematically.

In addition to the time—lapse study the following investigations were

made: (1) nutriculture methods of plant growth 2 (2) regression analysis

of plant growth data 3 and (3) germination of tobacco seed under varying

conditions.
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